Protection from Head to Toe

BREATHABLE PRESSURE REDUCTION
Revolutionary MicroSpring™ Textile
offers breathability and moisture transfer
not possible with gels, foams, fleece or polyfil.

AND IT’S COMPLETELY LAUNDERABLE!
www.brownhealthcare.com

1-888-771-0977

Unlike foams, gels, fleece, and polyfil DermaSaver™ reduces ALL of the conditions
that cause skin breakdown.
Revolutionary MicroSpring Textile™ offers breathability, moisture transfer not
possible with gels, foams, fleece or polyfil. And it is completely launderable!
Microfilaments flex to reduce pressure on bony prominences such as the heel,
elbow, vertebra and trochanter. Layers of
MicroSpring Textile™ puts up to 20 thousand
microfilaments per square inch to act as mini
pressure relieving springs.
• Superior pressure and shear relief
• Breathable - fabric and filament
layers allow air flow
• Moisture wicking - allows for
moisture transfer
• Totally launderable according to CDC
Guidelines - allows for multi-patient use
• Durable - will not flatten out or
become flaky
• Stretchy knit (not woven) fabric has
“give” to reduce surface friction
• Compatible with topical creams and
ointments
• Latex free - 94% Polyester,
6%Spandex
• CA 117 Flame Retardant

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Revolutionary MicroSpring Textile™ Offers Breathability and Moisture
Transfer not possible with gels, foams, fleece or polyfil.
DermaSaver offers a full line of pressure reduction and skin
protective products.
Layers of MicroSpring Textile™ put thousands of microfilaments
per square inch to act as mini pressure-reducing springs.
Microfilaments flex to reduce pressure on bony prominences such
as the heel, elbow, vertebra and trochanter. Ample ventilation
space between the microfilaments and textile layers allow for air
flow and moisture transfer.
You can use creams and ointments with DermaSavers.
All DermaSaver products can be completely washed
and dried according to CDC Guidelines.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Skin Tubes™ Skin Protection for Arms and Legs
Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that
stays in place to protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and minor traumas that
result in tears, bruising and minor abrasions. Unlike commercial sleeves and stockings, which are tight and binding, the layers of microfilaments allow air-flow and
moisture transfer.
Simply slip the tube over the arm or leg, there are no hook and loop fasteners or
tight fitting spandex. The narrower end of the tube gently rests on the ankle or wrist
to keep it from falling off. The cross microfilaments in the MicroSpring Textile™ allows these soft tubes to be self-supporting - they won’t slip down or bunch up.
You can use creams and ointments with Skin Tubes. All Skin Tubes can be completely washed and dried according to CDC Guidelines.
Skin Tubes are also available with double protection for elbows and knees.
Skin Tubes look rigid but in fact are soft, flexible, lightweight fabric.
Breathability and Moisture Transfer
Ample ventilation space between the microfilaments and textile layers allow for air
flow and moisture transfer.
MicroSpring Textile™
Microfilaments flex to reduce pressure on bony prominences such as the heel,
elbow, vertebra and trochanter. Layers of MicroSpring Textile™ put thousands of
microfilaments per square inch to act as mini pressure relieving springs.
DermaSaver products are available in Canada exclusively from Brown Healthcare. Velcro® is a
registered trademark of Velcro USA. HipSaver® is a registered trademark and DermaSaver™ ,
Stay-Put™ , Skin Tube™ , Relevator™ , and MicroSpring™ are trademarks of HipSaver Inc. All photo,
illustrations & text Copyright © 2018 by HipSaver Inc. and Brown Healthcare. All rights reserved.
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Skin Tube TM For Arms
Two layers of MicroSpring Textile ™ protect fragile skin from friction and pressure
that cause tears, bruising and minor abrasions.

Arm Tube
AT1300

39.20

$

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and minor
traumas that result in tears, bruising and minor
abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric sleeves that are
tight and binding, the layers of microfilaments allow
air-flow and moisture transfer. Simply slip the tube
over the arm, there are no hook and loop fasteners
or tight fitting spandex. The narrower end of the
tube gently rests on the wrist to keep it from falling
off. The cross microfilaments in the MicroSpring
Textile™ allows these soft tubes to be self-supporting
- they won’t slip down or bunch up.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium: 10”-12”

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

Also available: Full Arm Tube with Knuckle Protector
ATKP
$57.40

$
Arm Tube with
50.40
Double Elbow Protection
EET1300

Like the arm tube, this tube uses two layers of soft,
lightweight MicroSpring Textile™ to form a loosefitting tube that stays in place to protect fragile skin
from pressure, friction and minor traumas that
result in tears, bruising and minor abrasions. For
extra protection, 4 layers of MicroSpring Textile™
put 16,000 micro-filaments per square inch over
the elbow. Simply slip the tube over the arm, there
are no hook and loop fasteners or tight fitting
spandex. The narrower end of the tube gently rests
on the wrist to keep it from falling off. The cross
microfilaments in the MicroSpring Textile™ allows
these soft tubes to be self-supporting - they won’t
slip down or bunch up.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium: 10”-12”

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

Arm-Bow Tube
ABT1350

$54.60

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring
Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that stays in
place to protect the forearm while protecting
the elbow with 5 layers of MicroSpring Textile™.
Will not roll around the elbow. Unlike traditional
fabric sleeves that are tight and binding, the
layers of microfilaments allow air-flow and
moisture transfer.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium: 10”-12”

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”
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Double Elbow Tube
4ET1350

36.40

$

Four layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and minor
traumas that result in tears, bruising and minor
abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric sleeves that are
tight and binding, the layers of microfilaments allow
air-flow and moisture transfer.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium: 10”-12”

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

Forearm Tube
FT1350

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring
Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that stays in
place to protect fragile skin from pressure, friction
and minor traumas that result in tears, bruising
and minor abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric
sleeves that are tight and binding, the layers
of microfilaments allow air-flow and moisture
transfer. Simply slip the tube over the arm, there
are no hook and loop fasteners or tight fitting
spandex. The narrower end of the tube gently
rests on the wrist to keep it from falling off. The
cross microfilaments in the MicroSpring Textile™
allows these soft tubes to be self-supporting they won’t slip down or bunch up.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium :10”-12”

Elbow Tube
ET1350

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

28

$

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and
minor traumas that result in tears, bruising and
minor abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric sleeves
or stockings that are tight and binding, the layers of
microfilaments allow air-flow and moisture transfer.

X-Small: 5” – 7”
Small: 7”-10”
Medium: 10”-12”

28

$

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

Zip Tube for Arms
AZT1300

Two layers of MicroSping Textile™ protects the
arm from the wrist to above the elbow. Zips
open to allow for inspection of IV site and wound
location. Loose enough to rotate. Zipper doesn’t
come in contact with skin.

X-Small: 5” – 7” Large: 12”-15”
Small: 7”-10”
X-Large: 15”-18”
Medium: 10”-12”

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Forearm Tube with
Knuckle Protector
FTKP1300

$

49.00

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and

minor traumas that result in tears, bruising
and minor abrasions. Added benefit
of protection for the knuckles. Unlike
traditional fabric sleeves that are tight and
binding, the layers of microfilaments allow
air-flow and moisture transfer. Simply slip
the tube over the arm, there are no hook
and loop fasteners or tight fitting spandex.
The narrower end of the tube gently rests on
the wrist to keep it from falling off. The cross
microfilaments in the MicroSpring Textile™
allows these soft tubes to be self-supporting
- they won’t slip down or bunch up.

X-Small : 5” – 7”
Small : 7”-10”
Medium :10”-12”

Large: 12”-15”
X-Large: 15”-18”

Skin Tube TM For Legs
Two layers of MicroSpring Textile™
protect fragile skin from friction and
pressure that cause tears, bruising and
minor abrasions. Also reduces knee-toknee pressure.

Knee Tube
KT1350

33.60

$

Four layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and
minor traumas that result in tears, bruising and
minor abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric sleeves
or stockings that are tight and binding, the layers of
microfilaments allow air-flow and moisture transfer.

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring
Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that stays in
place to protect fragile skin from pressure, friction
and minor traumas that result in tears, bruising
and minor abrasions. Unlike traditional fabric
sleeves or stockings that are tight and binding,
the layers of microfilaments allow air-flow and
moisture transfer. Simply slip the tube over the
knee, there are no hook and loop fasteners or
tight fitting spandex. Unique tapered construction
holds the tube in place. The cross microfilaments
in the MicroSpring Textile™ allows these soft
tubes to be self-supporting - they won’t slip down
or bunch up.

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

Double Knee Tube
4KT1350

43.40

$

Large: 15”-19”
X-Large: 19”-23”

www.brownhealthcare.com
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X-Large: 19”-23”
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Full Leg Tube
LT1300

53.20

$

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™
form a loose-fitting tube that stays in place to
protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and minor

traumas that result in tears, bruising and minor
abrasions. Also reduces knee to knee pressure.
Unlike traditional fabric sleeves or stockings that
are tight and binding, the layers of microfilaments
allow air-flow and moisture transfer. Simply slip
the tube over the leg, there are no hook and loop
fasteners or tight fitting spandex. The narrower
end of the tube gently rests on the ankle to keep
it from falling off. The cross microfilaments in the
MicroSpring Textile™ allows these soft tubes to be
self-supporting - they won’t slip down or bunch
up.

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

Large: 15”-19”
X-Large: 19”-23”

Full Leg Tube with Double Knee Protection
EKT1300

56

$

Like the Full Leg tube, this tube uses two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring Textile™ to form a loosefitting tube that stays in place to protect fragile skin from pressure, friction and minor traumas that result
in tears, bruising and minor abrasions. For extra protection, 4 layers of MicroSpring Textile™ put 16,000
micro-filaments per square inch over the knee. Simply slip the tube over the leg, there are no hook and
loop fasteners or tight fitting spandex. Because of the weight of the extra fabric at the knee, this product
is recommended for non-ambulatory residents.

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

Large: 15”-19”
X-Large: 19”-23”

Shin Tube
ST1350

33.60

$

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring
Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that stays
in place to protect fragile skin from pressure,
friction and minor traumas that result in tears,
bruising and minor abrasions. Unlike traditional
fabric sleeves or stockings that are tight and
binding, the layers of microfilaments allow
air-flow and moisture transfer. Simply slip the
tube over the leg, there are no hook and loop
fasteners or tight fitting spandex. The narrower
end of the tube gently rests on the ankle to keep
it from falling off. The cross microfilaments in
the MicroSpring Textile™ allows these soft tubes
to be self-supporting - they won’t slip down or
bunch up.

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Shin-Knee Tube
SKT1350

58.80

$

Designed especially for residents in wheelchairs,
the Shin~Knee Tube protects both the shin &
the knee with 2 layers of MicroSpring Textile™.
The pleated contoured cup stays in position on
the knee to protect fragile skin from pressure,
friction and minor traumas that result in tears,
bruising and minor abrasions.

X-Small: 7” – 9”
Small: 9”-12”
Medium: 12”-15”

Large: 15”-19”
X-Large: 19”-23”

Heels, Feet and Ankles

DermaLift Boot
DL1300

140

$

DermaLift elevates and off-loads in total comfort.
Cushiony DermaSaver MicroSpring Textile™ supported
by anatomical polyfill supporting foundation evenly
distributes off-load pressure over the larger ankle
and calf area. Specifically designed to overcome
cumbersome and uncomfortable old line offloaders
on the market. Totally machine washable and dryable
or wipe surface clean for spot cleaning. Can be worn
on either foot. Patient transferable when washed at
CDC guidelines for infection control (Wash at 160ºF
for 30 minutes).
One size fits all.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Blue Donut
BD1300

112

$

Replaces our 1st generation Relevator Heel
Elevator product with the new water resistant
Blue Donut that is wipe clean with soap and
water. Two inches of contoured, cushy polyfil
covered by MicroSpring Textile™ help lift the heel
in total comfort. The full circle coverage provides
consistent elevation during movement and lifts
completely off the bed. One-piece, slip-on with no
fasteners and covers ankle.
One size fits all.

1-888-771-0977

Slip-On Heel Protector
SHP1300

78.40

$

Five layers of MicroSpring Textile™ cover the heels
and both ankle bones to reduce pressure and
friction. Unique design keeps the heel protector
from rolling around or slipping off the foot.
Comfortable enough to wear all day and all night.
Can be worn while walking with non-slip bottom.
Can be worn on either foot.
Small: less than 12”
Medium: 12” - 14.5”
Large: 14.5” - 15.5”
X-large: greater than 15.5”

DermaBoot
Total Foot Protector
TFP1300

78.37

$

Five Layers of MicroSpring Textile™ cushion the
heels and ankle bones while two layers protect the
foot and toes. DermaBoot covers the entire foot
and ankle. Can be worn while walking with non-slip
bottom. Available sizes measured from heel to toe:
Small - 7” to 8 3/4”		
Medium - 9” to 10 3/4”

Large - 11” to 13”

Stay-Put Heel Protector
HP1300

56

$

Five layers of MicroSpring Textile™ cover the
heel to relieve pressure and friction on the heel
and malleolus. Unique design keeps the heel
protector from rolling around or slipping off the
foot. Comfortable enough to wear all day and all
night. Can be worn while walking.
Small: less than 12”
Medium: 12” - 14.5”
Large: 14.5” - 15.5”
X-large: greater than 15.5”

Ankle Bumper
AB1300

22.40

$

Two layers of soft, lightweight MicroSpring
Textile™ form a loose-fitting tube that stays in
place to protect fragile ankles from pressure,
friction and minor traumas that result in tears,
bruising and minor abrasions.
Small : 9” or less
Medium :9”-11”

Large: 11”-13”
X-Large: 13” or greater

*Measure length from heel to toe. Measure circumference around heel to instep and back. See diagram on page 14.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Hands
DermaMitt
HM1300

36.40

$

Two layers of MicroSpring Textile™ with an inner core
layer of half inch polyfil helps prevent scratching and
tube pulling. Protects fragile skin on hands. Velcro®
securing band is folded under soft cuff.
Small/Medium: Less than 6.5”
Large/X-Large: Greater than 6.5”
*Measurement should be taken from around the wrist
in front of the wrist bone.

Finger Separator
FS1300

36.40

$

Four soft layers of MicroSpring Textile™ are placed
between each finger and the cushioning palm pillow
provides maximum comfort. Adjustable soft band with
Velcro®. Will not flatten out.
One size fits all.

Knuckle Protector
KP1300

36.40

$

Two layers of MicroSpring Textile™ cover sensitive
knuckles to prevent bumping, and scraping.
Perfect for those using wheelchairs who may
bump their hands and knuckles. Also prevents
fingernails digging into palm.
Small/Medium: Less than 8”
Large/Xlarge: Greater than 8”
*Measure circumference around the knuckle of the hand.

Palm Pillow
PP1300

28

$

The cushioning Palm Pillow provides maximum
comfort while preventing the fingernails from
digging into the palm. Contracted fingers hold the
pillow in place. Sizing for Palm Pillow: Pillows come
in small and large - choose size based on user’s
hand size, finger length and desired outcome.
Small or large sizes available for any hand. Small
size fits most smaller women and men. Large sizes
fits most men and larger women.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Pressure Reduction

Pressure Reduction
Area Flat Pad
FP3524

224

$

Use over chairs, car seats or other surfaces. Five
$
Layers of MicroSpring Textile™ provide relief from Pressure Reduction
pressure, friction and shear. Perfect for torso Wheelchair Pad
areas such as scapula, sacrum, ribs, trochanter,
FP1818
ischial tuberosity and condoyles. The Area Flat Pad
Use on top of the seat or tied to the back of your
measures 35”x24”. One size 35”x24”.
wheelchair. Five layers of MicroSpring Textile™
Also available: FP3578 Mattress Topper (35”x78”) $475.60
provide reduction from pressure, friction and
shear. Perfect for torso areas such as scapula,
sacrum, ribs, trochanter, ischial tuberosity and
condoyles. Wheelchair Top Cushion has fabric
loops so the pad can be used on the seat or
wheelchair back. Loops can be cut off if not
needed. One size 18x18”

78.40

Pressure Reduction
Pillow Case
PC1300

134.40

$

Standard pillowcase size (26” x 20”) with 5 layers of
$
MicroSpring Textile™ on top side to reduce pressure DermaWrap
and shear on back of head and ears while sleeping CW1300
or laying down. One size 26x20.
Single layer of MicroSpring Textile™ (5”x10’)
provides flexible and even pressure for swollen
limbs. Can be secured by self-gripping tape or
other means. 5” wide x 10’ long

67.20

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Specialty

Amputee Stump Cover
SC1350

Derma-Tee
DT1300

67.20

$

Derma-Tee has a full back panel of 2 layers of
MicroSpring Textile™. Reduces shear and pressure
on scapula and vertebral bones. Great for
wheelchair bound patients or those who lay on their
backs for extended periods of time. Based on chest
circumference:
Small: 34” - 36”
Medium: 38” - 40”

A contoured cup of 2 layers of MicroSpring
Textile™ provides protection for the amputation
site. Stretch fabric helps to keep the cover in
place. Sizing: Measure the circumference 2”
above the amputation site. Choose the larger size
if measurement is between sizes.
X-Small: 8” - 10”
Small: 10” - 12”
Medium: 12” - 15”

Large: 15” - 18”
X-Large: 18” - 22”

Large: 42” - 44”
X-Large: 46” - 48”

DermaBrief
DB1300
Bosom Buddies
BB1300

54.60

$

25.20

$

Four layers of MicroSpring Textile™ absorb
perspiration and protects the skin under the
breasts. Helps prevents rashes and infection.
Perfect for all large breasted women. 2 per package.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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$

Three layers of MicroSpring Textile™ protects
buttocks, trochanters and coccyx. . Sizes
X-small through XX-Large. For sizing take the
measurement around the widest part of the hip
over top of underwear or incontinence brief.
Based on widest part of hip:
XSmall: 28” - 32”
Small: 32” - 36”
Medium: 36” - 40”

Large: 40” - 45”
X-Large: 45” - 51”
XXL: 51” - 57”

1-888-771-0977

Measurements

Hand Measurements - for the Knuckle
Protector measure around the set of all
four major knuckles.

DermaSaver Tubes are designed to fit
loosely to allow for proper circulation.
Please accommodate for normal
swelling.
Arm Measurements - for Arm and
Forearm tubes please measure the
widest circumference around your
forearm.
Leg Measurements - for Shin and
Leg tubes please measure the widest
circumference around your calf.

Slip On & Stay Put Heel
Measurements - for the Stay Put Heel
Protector measure circumference
around heel to instep and back.
(See diagram)

DermaBoot Total Foot Protector
Measurements - for the DermaBoot
Total Foot Protector measure length
from heel to toe.

FAQ
1. How Often Should I Wear DermaSaver Products?
DermaSaver products are comfortable and breathable so they can be worn 24/7.
They can only protect you when you are wearing them.
2. Can I Use Creams And Ointments with DermaSaver Products?
Yes.
3. How Do I Wash DermaSaver?
The DermaSaver MicroSpring™ fabric is completely machine launderable. To
lengthen product life wash & dry in lower temperatures. If using bleach, use lower
concentrations.
4. What Is DermaSaver Made Of?
The DermaSaver MicroSpring Textile™ is 94% Polyester and 6% Spandex, LatexFree and meets the CA-117 flame retardant standard.
5. How does DermaSaver work?
Each layer of MicroSpring Textile™ has 4000 microfilaments per square inch to act
as mini pressure reducing springs. Microfilaments flex to reduce pressure on bony
prominences and cushion fragile skin from bumps and abrasions that cause skin
tears.

www.brownhealthcare.com
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Dear Health Care Provider,
As the DermaSaver product line was being considered nurses were surveyed and what was found was
general dissatisfaction with traditional skin protection products.
Here’s what they said:
• Heel protectors constantly fall off, providing no protection and wasting time and money.
• Limb sleeves are too tight and cause skin tears upon removal. Limb sleeves “bunch up” or slip down.
• Skin protective products are not washable or wash poorly. Elbow pads roll off the elbow.
• Residents find skin protective products hot and uncomfortable. Products are “one size fits all” and don’t fit
anyone quite right. Finger separators flatten out.
• Lack of products to cover certain areas (for example amputation stumps and oxygen tube pressure areas).
To address these issues the creative mind behind HipSaver Hip Protectors has invented
DermaSaver™, a complete line of skin protection and pressure reducing products. By creative
application of MicroSpring™ textiles something that has never existed before has been created - a
surface that relieves all of the factors leading to pressure sores and skin tears: pressure, shear,
friction, and moisture entrapment.
Nothing like this has existed before! Please take the time to review this new and exciting product line.
These products are designed to actually work and not just fill a care plan report requirement.
Also, please remember that while the traditional big name manufacturers carry on with yesterday’s
products, the innovative DermaSaver MicroSpring Textile™ products are available exclusively from
DermaSaver Canada, a division of Brown Healthcare.
Sincerely,
Karen L. Brown, President of Brown Healthcare
P.S . As always feel free to contact me personally with your comments and suggestions for
product improvements. Our best ideas come from our efforts to solve your problems.

The Oldish - Canada’s newest website for proactively aging seniors as well as
those who love and care for them. Engaging and informative articles and links,
exercises specially designed for seniors, home safety checklists and so much
more. Check it out and get your free membership to access all of the content.
www.brownhealthcare.com
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HipSaver Hip Protectors
safeguard vulnerable hips
from damage that
may result from a foll.
• Soft, Sewn-In, Tapered Pads
• Proven in Biomechanical testing and Clinical Studies
• Machine wash and dry, even in hot institutional laundries

HipSaver Hip Protectors for incontinence management.

HipSaver Nursing Home has an elastic waistband and large leg openings to
make it easy to pull on and off. The full, soft, fabric crotch perfectly accommodates
liners or diapers. QuickChange has a drop down panel with two snaps while
Wrap&Snap snaps completely off for hard to dress residents. Also available with
tailbone padding. Prices from $74.99.

Visit www.brownhealthcare.com or call 1-888-771-0977 for complete information
on all of our HipSaver models including SlimFit, Open Bottom, Interim and SoftSweats

Phone: 519-235-1197 • Toll Free: 888-771-0977 • Fax: 519-235-3287
Email: sales@brownhealthcare.com • Address: PO Box 82, Exeter, ON, N0M 1S6
Website: brownhealthcare.com • Social Media: @brownhealthcare

